
What Falling Labor Productivity Means - Labor Market Overview  

The most recent data released by the Labor Department revealed the largest quarterly 
drop in productivity since 1947, decreasing at an annualized rate of 7.5%. The drop in 
productivity was concurrent with the largest rise in labor costs since 1982. Both of 
these measures are also indicators of inflationary pressures for both companies and 
consumers. Many companies have been passing along higher costs to consumers, but 
can only do so for so long until competition forces companies to hold prices steady and 
absorb higher costs. This can also lead to decreased levels of hiring and lower wages 
as companies struggle to maintain profitability levels.


Data surrounding labor during the pandemic has been considered unreliable and 
inconsistent by many economists, meaning that the true effects of the COVID-19 
pandemic and worker retention are still not certain. An essential data set is labor 
productivity, which is a measure of how efficiently companies are utilizing workers to 
produce products and services. This year, the largest four-quarter drop in labor 
productivity was observed since the fourth quarter of 1993 according to the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, marking a historic decline in productivity. 


Federal Reserve survey results, reported in the Fed’s Beige Book, have identified that a 
growing number of manufacturers and industrial companies are increasingly moving 
towards automation, replacing previously desired workers with robotic gear. Rising 
wages and a dwindling labor pool have forced some companies to resort to machines 
instead of hiring workers.


Sources: Labor Department, Federal Reserve Beige Book; https://
www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/7iles/BeigeBook_20220601
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